DICKINSON COUNTY PROPOSAL
RENEWAL OF SENIOR CITIZEN MILLAGE

Shall the limitation of the amount of taxes which may be imposed on taxable property in the County of Dickinson, State of Michigan, be increased by .25 of one mill per thousand dollars of taxable value, which is twenty-five cents ($0.25 per one thousand dollars, $1000) of taxable value for a period of five years, 2014 to 2018 inclusive, to provide funds for the operation and maintenance of the senior citizens centers and programs in Dickinson County? It is estimated that the .25 mill would raise approximately $234,000 when first levied in 2014. This is a renewal.

DICKINSON COUNTY PROPOSAL
RENEWAL OF SENIOR CITIZEN MILLAGE

Shall the limitation of the amount of taxes which may be imposed on the taxable property in the County of Dickinson, State of Michigan, be increased by .15 of one mill per thousand dollars of taxable value, which is fifteen cents ($0.15 per one thousand dollars $1000) of taxable value for a period of five years, 2014 to 2018, inclusive, to provide funds to support the senior centers and programs in Dickinson County? It is estimated that the .15 mill would raise approximately $140,000 when first levied in 2014. This is a renewal.

DICKINSON COUNTY PROPOSAL
DICKINSON-IRON DISTRICT HEALTH DEPARTMENT MILLAGE

Shall the limitations of the amount of taxes which may be imposed on taxable property in the County of Dickinson, State of Michigan, be increased by .42 of one mill per one thousand dollars of taxable value, which is forty-two cents ($0.42) per one thousand dollars ($1,000) of taxable value for a period of four (4) years, 2013 to 2016 inclusive, for the operation of the Dickinson-Iron District Health Department? It is estimated that the .42 mill would raise approximately $390,303 when first levied in 2013.

DICKINSON COUNTY PROPOSAL
DICKINSON COUNTY ROAD COMMISSION MILLAGE

Shall the voters of Dickinson County be assessed 0.5 mill ($0.50 per $1,000.00 of Taxable Value) over and above the rate of taxation now in effect, to be levied for a period of (5) years from 2012 to 2016 inclusive, for the purpose of operations, maintenance, and improvements to the public roads of Dickinson County and the city streets in the cities of Iron Mountain, Kingsford, and Norway within Dickinson County, and for no other purpose? The estimated amount of revenue that will be collected if approved and levied in the first calendar year is approximately $465,000.00. These funds will be distributed among the Road Commission and Cities.

BREEN TOWNSHIP PROPOSAL
ROAD RENEWAL

Shall the limitation of the amount of taxes which may be imposed on taxable property in the Township of Breen, County of Dickinson, State of Michigan, be increased by 2 mills ($2.00 per $1,000) of taxable value for a period of five years, 2014 to 2018, inclusive, to be used by the Breen Township Board, specifically for the purpose of blacktopping Breen Township roads? It is estimated that the 2 mills would raise approximately $35,113.05 when first levied in 2014. This is a renewal.
NORTH DICKINSON SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 3
MILLAGE RENEWAL AND RESTORATION
PROPOSAL
BUILDING AND SITE SINKING FUND TAX LEVY

This proposal renews building and site sinking fund millage which will expire with the 2012 tax levy and restores millage lost as a result of the reduction required by the Michigan Constitution of 1963.

Shall the limitation on the amount of taxes which may be assessed against all property in North Dickinson County School District No. 3, Dickinson County, Michigan, be increased by and the board of education be authorized to levy 2 mills ($2.00 on each $1,000 of taxable valuation) for a period of 10 years, 2013 to 2022, inclusive, to continue to provide for a sinking fund to be used for the purchase of real estate for sites for, and the construction or repair of, school buildings and all other purposes authorized by law (at the time of the election, 1.9645 mills of the above is a renewal of millage for sinking fund purposes which will expire with 2012 tax levy and 0.0355 mill is a restoration of millage lost as a result of the “Headlee” reduction); the estimate of the revenue the school district will collect if the millage is approved and levied in 2013 is approximately $225,000?

CITY OF NORWAY PROPOSAL
AMBULANCE SERVICE
RENEWAL

Shall the limitations upon the total amount of taxes which may be imposed on taxable property in the City of Norway, County of Dickinson, State of Michigan, be increased by, but not to exceed, .50 mill (50 cents per $1,000 of Taxable Valuation) for a period of five (5) years, 2013 to 2017, inclusive, for the purpose of providing funds for the operation of an Ambulance Service? It is estimated that .50 mill would raise approximately $29,336 dollars when first levied in 2013. This is a renewal.

NORWAY TOWNSHIP PROPOSAL 1
FIRE PROTECTION AND ROAD
RENEWAL

Shall the limitation of the amount of taxes which may be imposed on taxable property in the Township of Norway, County of Dickinson, State of Michigan, be increased by 2 mills ($2.00 per $1,000) of taxable value for a period of four years, 2013 to 2016, inclusive, for the purpose of Fire Protection, Road Construction and Repairs? It is estimated that 2 mills would raise approximately $94,757 when first levied in 2013. This is a renewal.

NORWAY TOWNSHIP PROPOSAL 2
AMBULANCE SERVICE
RENEWAL

Shall the limitations upon the total amount of taxes which may be imposed on taxable property in the Norway Township, County of Dickinson, State of Michigan, be increased by, but not to exceed, .50 mill (50 cents per $1,000 of Taxable Valuation) for a period of five (5) years, 2013 to 2017, inclusive, for the purpose of providing funds for the operation of an Ambulance Service? It is estimated that .50 mill would raise approximately $23,689.00 dollars when first levied in 2013. This is a renewal.

SAGOLA TOWNSHIP PROPOSAL 1
FIRE PROTECTION
RENEWAL

Shall Sagola Township, Dickinson County, impose a renewal of one (1) mill ($1.00 per $1,000 of taxable value) in the tax limitation imposed under Article IX, Sec. 6 of the Michigan Constitution on general ad valorem taxes and levy it for two (2) years, 2013 through 2014 inclusive, for fire protection, raising an estimated $54,740.00 in the first year the millage is levied?
SAGOLA TOWNSHIP PROPOSAL 2
AMBULANCE PROTECTION
RENEWAL

Shall Sagola Township, Dickinson County, impose a renewal of (.75) mill ($0.75 per $1,000 of taxable value) in the tax limitation imposed under Article IX, Sec. 6 of the Michigan Constitution on general ad valorem taxes and levy it for two (2) years, 2013 through 2014 inclusive, for ambulance protection, raising an estimated $41,055.00 in the first year the millage is levied?

WAUCEDAH TOWNSHIP PROPOSAL 1
ROAD CONSTRUCTION
RENEWAL

Shall the limitation of the amount of taxes which may be imposed on taxable property in the Township of Waucedah, County of Dickinson, State of Michigan be increased by 2 mill ($2.00 per $1,000.00) of taxable value for a period of four years, 2013 to 2016 inclusive, for the purpose of Road Construction and repairs? It is estimated that 2 mill would raise approximately $78,411.00 when first levied in 2013. This is a renewal.

WAUCEDAH TOWNSHIP PROPOSAL 2
AMBULANCE SERVICE
RENEWAL

Shall the limitations upon the total amount of taxes which may be imposed on taxable property in the Waukedah Township, County of Dickinson, State of Michigan, be increased by but not exceed .50 mill (50 cents per $1,000.00 of taxable valuation) for a period of five (5) years 2013 to 2017, inclusive, for the purpose of providing funds for the operation of an ambulance service? It is estimated that .50 mill would raise approximately $19,603.00 dollars when first levied in 2013. This is a renewal.